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From old school runescape Wiki Brutal blue dragons are found in the northwest part of the catacombs of Kourend. They are currently the only monster to drop the blue d'hide body (an element rarely required for medium and hard emote tracks). Like all brutal dragons, they use melee, magic and long-range dragon fire. Using both Protect from Magic and
Antifire potion will completely protect players from injury if players are not in melee knowledge. Location[edit | edit source] Drops[edit | edit source] Drop rates estimated based on 28,937 kills from the Drop Rate Project, unless otherwise stated. The average Brutal blue dragon kill is worth 10,328.86. Den gennemsnitlige Brutal blå drage dræbe mens på en
Konar opgave er værd 11,752.16. 100%[edit | edit source] Weapons and armour[edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Adamant hasta110/128[d 1]9121,248 Adamant spear110/128[d 1]1,0231,248 Adamant platelegs17/1283,5253,840 Mithril full helm15/128622858 Rune longsword15/12818,67119,200 Blue d'hide body12/1284,9955,616
Blue d'hide vambraces11/1281,4031,800 Dragon dagger11/12817,48818,000 Dragon longsword11/12859,19460,000 Dragon med helm11/12858,85460,000 Rune full helm11/12820,70821,120 Rune platebody11/12838,59739,000 Runes and ammunition[edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Chaos rune188/128990972 Death
rune118/1282,2111,188 Rune javelin208/1283,2404,800 Air rune507/128250100 Law rune157/1281,7552,160 Rune arrow157/1287653,600 Adamant dart105/128920390 Rune knife52/1281,700500 Rune thrownaxe102/1282,1402,640 Materials[edit | edit source] Other[edit | edit source] ↑ 621 coins are only dropped if Monkey Madness II isn't completed.
Rare and Save drop table [edit | edit source] There is a 1.5/128 chance of scrolling the rare drop table. There is also a 4/128 chance of rolling the gem drop table. Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch NothingN/A1/56.43; Never[d 1]N/AN/ACoins3,0001/520,133,0003,000 Loop half of key11/478.58; 1/427.35[d 2]11,21760 Tooth half of key11/478.58; 1/427.35[d
2]11.39560 Uncut sapphire11/120.92; 1/61.4[d 2]41415 Runite bar11/2.184.5312.4693.000 Nature run671/3,640.8913.4007.236 Run 671/3,640.8913.4007.236 Run 671/3,640,8913,4007,236 Run 636 2h sword11/3,640.8937,86738,400 Rune battleaxe11/3,640.8924.52224,960 Uncut emerald11/241.83; 1/122.8[d]66130 Law rune451/5,461,335,2656,480
Death rune451/5,461,339.1 0454,860 Steel Arrow1501/5,461,332,5501,050 Rune arrow421/5,461,332,14210,080 Adamant spydkast201/5.461.331.3201.920 Rune sq shield11/5.461.3322.59923,040 Dragonstone11/5.5.51461.3311.6386,000 Silver ore100 (listed)1/5,461,334,2004,500 Uncut ruby11/483.66; 1/245.61[d 2]1.31060 Rune
kiteshield11/10,922.6732.12532 640 Dragon with helm11/10.922.6758.85460.000 Rune spyde11/9.805,5; 1/996.16[d 2][d 3]11.88712.480 The shield left half11/19.611.01; 1/1.992.32[d 2][d 3]65.14166.000Atur talisman11/1,289,76; 1/654.96[d 2]7142 Dragon Spit11/26,148.01; 1/2,656,42[d] 3]37.23837.440 3]37.23837.440 diamond11/1,934.64; 1/982.44[d
2]2.607120 Rune javelin throw51/3,869.28; 1/1,964.87[d 2]8101,200 Tertiary[edit | edit source] Catacomb tertiary[edit | edit source] 1.0 1.1 Jagex. Against Ash's Twitter account. November 11, 2018. (Archived from the original on 11 November 2019.) Mod Ash: Turns out it's 621 coins [that replaced dragon spearcast heads], from both [blue and red brutal
dragons]. ^ a ... Against the Tide's Twitter account. May 24, 2019. (Archived from the original on 24 May 2019.) Against the Tide: I know its been a while since clue expansion, but here's the information on clue roll drop rates and looting chances! If anything changes, I'll keep you updated. Share Dragon bones and 2 Blue dragonhides It appears to be
intelligent and wild. Stab, Ranged, dragon hunter crossbow Melee (slash), Magic, Dragonfire Brutal blue dragons found in the northwest in the catacombs of Kourend. They are currently the only monster to drop the blue d'hide body (an element rarely required for medium and hard emote tracks). Like all brutal dragons, they use Melee, Magic and long-range
dragon fire. Using both Protect from Magic and Antifire potion will completely protect players from damage if players are not in the Melee range. Drops 100% Weapons Armour Runer &amp; Ammunition Other Item Quantity Rarity GE Market Price Coins 370 Common Unsouled Dragon Head 1 Common (1/20) 10.133 Curry 2 Common 1,948 Runite ore 1
(noted) Uncommon 11,169 Blue Dragon Scale 5 (noted) Uncommon 3,410 Dragon darts tip 5 Unusual (3/128) 15,445 Dragon arrowheads 5 Rare 3,040 Dragon spearcast heads 12; 15 Rare [1] 11,448-14,310 Clue scroll (hard) 1 Rare Not Sold Ancient Shards 1 Rare (1/170) Not sold Dark totem base 1 Rare (1/255) Not sold Dark totem mid 1 Rare (1/255)
Not sold Dark totem top 1 Rare (1/255) Not sold Clue scroll (elite) 1 Rare (1/750) Not sold Draconic visage 1 Very rare (1/10,000) 4,940,340 ^ Only dropped after completion of Monkey Madness II. Rare drop table In addition to the drops above, this monster also has access to the rare drop table. Show/hide rare drop table Item Quantity Rarity GE market
price Coins 3,000 Common Uns sold Loop half of key 1 Common 10,307 Tooth half of key 1 Common 10,840 Chaos talisman 1 Common 505 Uncut sapphire 1 Common 455 Uncut emerald 1 Unusual 679 Uncut ruby 1 Unusual 1,249 Naturtalisman 1 Uncommon 744 Steel Arrow 150 Uncommon 4,800 Rune Arrow 42 Unusual 2,940 Run 1,220 Runite bar 1
Uncommon 12,368 Nature rune 67 Uncommon 14,539 Law rune 45 Uncommon 7,470 Death rune 45 Uncommon 9,135 Rune battleaxe 1 Uncommon 24,487 Rune 2h sword 1 Uncommon 37,758 Rune sq shield 1 Uncommon 22,459 Silver ore (noted) Uncommon 7,000 Dragonstone 1 Uncommon 11,932 Rough diamond 1 Rare 2,627 Dragon with rudder 1
Rare 58,488 Rune kiteshield 1 Rare 32,015 Rune skewers 1 Rare 11,933 Shield left 1 Rare 65,697 Dragon Skewers 1 Rare 37,226 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Del Get there and return. Blue dragons are to the right of the entrance. Navigate obstacle pipes with 70 agility to reach them. This guide assumes
100 kills per hour. Your profit per hour may vary depending on your speed. Blue dragons always drop dragon bones and blue dragonhide (along with other chance drops), which sell for 2,713 and 1,755 respectively. This makes each kill worth 4,468 coins. Players who have completed Dragon Slayer II may prefer to kill blue dragons in the Myths' Guild
basement as they are much closer to a bank along with easy access with the mythical cape teleport. Dragons can be attacked safely and effectively with Ranged (level 70+ recommended) or Magic (Fire Bolt or Fire Blast recommended). To engage the dragons with Melee, 90 Combat or higher is recommended. Each trip will require a few minutes to bank
hides and bones and return to Taverley Dungeon if kill them there. The best method of banking is to teleport to Falador using a Falador teleport tablet, bank on the Falador West Bank, and return to the dungeon; Use the shortcut in the western wall of the city (west of falador west bank bank) and drive northwest to the dungeon entrance. With 70 Agility, the
agility shortcut to the blue dragon area can be used and it only takes a few minutes to run from the Falador West Bank to this area of the dungeon. The shortcut can be used at 65 Agility, but will require the use of Summer pies to increase to 70 Agility. It is recommended to have at least 65 Agility to use the pipe shortcut. It is very time consuming to run
around the dungeon and will require the player to bring the dusty key, which will greatly reduce kills per hour. Kills per hour can be maximized by picking up drops in rotation as it takes a second or two for each dragon drops to appear after being killed. Players could also use the imp-in-a-box to extend the length of their trips. Each imp will bank two entries.
The resulting magic boxes should be dropped as they are worth significantly less than dragon bones and blue dragonhides. However, it should be noted that imps-in-boxes are unworkable and should only be used by players who have a surplus of them as a result of training Hunter. It is ineffective to collect imp-in-a-box in order to kill blue dragons in order to
make money. Due to constantly changing prices on Grand Exchange, some information in this article may or may not be current. It is strongly recommended to check the live prices on the Grand Exchange before making major investments in any method. All prices on this page are cached, which means that it is possible that they appear obsolete. To enforce
a new cache on this page, click this link. If a money method is out of date, you can or put a message on the speech page. the voice page. Money making guides Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Home RuneScape Archive of Wisdom General Guides Melee'ing Blue Dragon Guide Home RuneScape Archive of General
Guides Melee'ing Blue Dragon Guide From Old School RuneScape WikiKilling Blue KiteRequirementsSkills 90+ Recommended for Melee 70+ Recommended for Ranged 37 recommended (can also be attacked with Magic) 70 recommended (can be boosted) ItemsQuestNoneOtherResultsProfitExperience won399,901.7 42,000 14.0 3.2 858.5)Outputs
(403,760,2)2.5 × Antifire potion(4) (482.5) (if not safespotting)8 × Falador teleport (tablet) (3,376)100 × Dragon bones (197,100)100 × Blue dragonhide (165,300) 0.78 × Rune dagger ( 3,474.22) 58.59 × Nature rune (11,718.75)1.01 × Grimy ranarr weed (6.69 5.84)5,524.4 × Coins (5,524.4)2 × Ensouled dragon head (13,952) Get there and return. Blue
dragons are to the right of the entrance. Navigate obstacle pipes with 70 agility to reach them. This guide assumes 100 kills per hour. Your profit per hour may vary depending on your speed. Blue dragons always drop dragon bones and blue dragonhide (along with other chance drops), which sell for 1,971 and 1,653 respectively. This makes each kill worth
3,624 coins. Players who have completed Dragon Slayer II may prefer to kill blue dragons in the Myths' Guild basement as they are much closer to a bank along with easy access with the mythical cape teleport. Dragons can be attacked safely and effectively with Ranged (level 70+ recommended) or Magic (Fire Bolt or Fire Blast recommended). To engage
the dragons with Melee, 90 Combat or higher is recommended. The only blue dragon in the Heroes' Guild can be safespotted easily, accessible very quickly with a game necklace, banking in Rogues' Den, although it can be hard to find an empty world. When using Taverley Dungeon, each trip will take a few minutes to knock hides and bones. The best
method of banking is to teleport to Falador using a Falador teleport tablet, bank on the Falador West Bank, and return to the dungeon; Use the shortcut in the western wall of the city (west of falador west bank bank) and drive northwest to the dungeon entrance. With 70 Agility, the agility shortcut to the blue dragon area can be used and it only takes a few
minutes to run from the Falador West Bank to this area of the dungeon. The shortcut can be used at 65 Agility, but will require the use of Summer pies to increase to 70 Agility. It is recommended to have at least 65 Agility to use the pipe shortcut. It is very time consuming to run around the dungeon and will require the player to bring the dusty key, which will
greatly reduce kills per hour. Kills per hour can be maximized by picking up drops in rotation as it takes a second or two for each dragon drops to appear after being killed. Due to constant change on Grand Exchange, some information in this article may or may not be current. It is strongly recommended to check the live prices on the Grand Exchange before
making major investments in any method. All prices on this page are cached, which means that it is possible that they appear obsolete. To enforce a new cache on this page, click this link. If a money method is out of date, you can edit it or leave a message on the speech page. Page.
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